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13, Ogunsoye Close, Off Iperu - Akesan Street, Alagutan Bus Stop, New Ipaja Road, Alimosho Lagos. Tel: 4922627
dateline: PRE-MILLENIUM ONE-NINE-NINE-SEVEN

location: NATJA-VIDI

mission: TO GROOVE BOLDLY WHERE NO DRUM HAS GROOVED BEFORE; EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW MUSICAL DEFINITIONS VIA DEEPER DIALEKTS (ÈDÈ GISI) MORPHED INTO THE EXISTING LINGUA SPOKEN BY A POWERFUL COMBINATION OF YOUNG/OLD, UNDERGROUND/OVERGROUND PLAYERS LARGELY BORN AND BRED IN LAGOS (GISI).

format: A SERIES OF COMPACT DISC/CASSETTE/VINYL RELEASES COMMENCING WITH ÈDÈ GISI VOL. ONE (U-ROO-BA VYBE DIALEKTICS) ON THE JAZZHOLE (NIG) LTD LABEL SCHEDULED FOR SEPTEMBER ONE-NINE-NINE-SEVEN.
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ÈDÈ GISI - BRINGING DA ROOTS AND DIASPORA CLOSER TOGETHER - DA DRUMS ARE ABOUT TO SPEAK A NEW ÈDÈ, CLEAN OUT THE 'WAX', GET READY TO LISTEN ! ! !
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